Try them at no risk.
EVERYTHING comes with an unconditional money back GUARANTEE.
We have been THE LEADER in adult baby recordings since 1981.
They will bring you

AS MUCH FUN AS YOU CAN IMAGINE
PRE-MADE
9 titles from “bedwetting” to “always wet and messy”
(see premade order form below).
CUSTOM MADE
64 options from “I will cry” to “I will be naughty”
(see custom made order form below).
The 4 baby STEP SYSTEM is the STATE OF THE ART.
Clearing, hypnotic, subliminal & sleep recordings. All 4 with the same suggestions.
The effect is synergistic.

catalog is below

CATALOG
ARRANGED IN THIS ORDER:
1. The 4 step system is the state of the art (how it works).
2. Pre-made order form.
3. 9 pre-made titles.
4. Custom made order form (see all 64 options).
5. Custom made information.
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS include how to use the recordings, how the process
works and how to create and use your cue. The more you listen to your recordings, the
easier it will be to become the fantasy role of your dreams. These recordings have been
created by a well known, professional hypnotist. All FAB recordings incorporate
important suggestions which will prevent you from harming yourself at any time. You will
immediately come out of hypnosis and your fantasy role any time your full attention is
required for your health or safety.
CONFIDENTIAL: We are discrete. The actual content of the recordings are not printed
on the outside and the recordings are mailed in a tamper evident plain package.

The 4 STEP SYSTEM is the STATE OF THE ART.
It COMBINES the power of clearing, hypnosis, subliminal & sleep learning.
The 4 steps are clearing, hypnotic, subliminal and sleep learning. Each on its own CD or
download. All 4 have the exact same suggestions. The effect is synergistic.
STEP 1. The CLEARING is a hypnotic recording that reduces subconscious blocks to
the suggestions. You consciously hear the hypnotists voice. It also allows the release of
negative energy and influence in general making it one of the most beneficial
techniques in modern hypnotherapy. The suggestions are subliminally implanted in the
stream background. Track 1 is 30 minutes. Track 2 is 30 minutes.
STEP 2. The HYPNOTIC CUES the clearing, subliminal and sleep learning of the same
title. You consciously hear the hypnotists voice. Track 1 takes you as deep into
hypnosis as you wish. At the deepest level you are given hypnotic suggestions identical
to the suggestions on the corresponding clearing, subliminal & sleep learning. A post
hypnotic suggestion is given so that when you listen to the corresponding clearing,
subliminal or sleep recording, the hypnotic suggestions are activated. This is called the
INVOCATION OF A POST HYPNOTIC CUE and makes the subliminal and sleep
learning recordings FAR more effective. Track 2 is a short booster and includes an
opportunity for you to give your subconscious mind suggestion and visualization
(allowing you to fine tune, upgrade and add new results). This makes it a versatile
lifelong tool. Track 2 also includes basic self hypnosis training. The suggestions are
subliminally implanted in the ocean background. Track 1 is 45 minutes. Track 2 is 16
minutes.
STEP 3. The SUBLIMINAL strengthens suggestions while you are active. You DO NOT
consciously hear the hypnotists voice. Listening to this recording ACTIVATES the
hypnotic suggestions put into your subconscious mind by the hypnotic recording. This is
called the invocation of a POST HYPNOTIC CUE and makes these the most effective
subliminal recordings available. This is far more effective than an ordinary subliminal
recording. Ocean overlay. 60 minutes long.
STEP 4. The SLEEP LEARNING strengthens suggestions while you sleep. You DO
NOT consciously hear the hypnotists voice. Also called hypnopedia. It also ACTIVATES
the hypnotic suggestions put into your subconscious mind by the hypnotic recording.
Designed to be played throughout your entire sleep period this recording is an
extraordinarily efficient use of your time. The stream overlay helps mask outside noise
helping you sleep. At the same time the suggestions are IMPLANTED deeper into your
subconscious mind along with added suggestions for 1. DREAM INCUBATION: to
dream the most enjoyable results of the suggestions into your reality, and 2. That you
easily enter a deep, restful sleep when you wish and awaken when you should,
refreshed and full of energy. Stream overlay. 60 minutes long.

PRE-MADE ORDER FORM
You have an unconditional money back guarantee. Shipped discreet & tamper evident.
SHIP TO (your address)

Day phone (optional)____________________________
Evening phone (optional)_________________________
E-mail _______________________________
PRICE $138 per title. Each title has 4 CDs or 4 mp3 files: clearing, hypnotic, subliminal
& sleep learning.
ENTER THE TITLE(S) YOU WANT (from the list of 9 titles on the next page).
Title _______________________________________________________
Select ___female hypnotist ___male hypnotist
Title _______________________________________________________
Select ___female hypnotist ___male hypnotist
Title _______________________________________________________
Select ___female hypnotist ___male hypnotist
___Please check if you have ordered before.
_______Cost of recording(s) selected above.
_______Shipping __$20 one week __$10 two weeks __$5 three weeks __$20 ship to
outside the USA.
_______TOTAL, no CODs, USD$ only payable to: Cash
Select __Cash/Check/Money Order __Visa __Master Card __American Express
__Discover
Credit or debit card #____________________________________ expires
(mm/yy)_____ CVV2 code_____

9 PRE-MADE TITLES
BEDWETTING
You will helplessly wet your bed or your diapers in your sleep like a baby. When you
awake you will not be aware of when it happened.
UNCONTROLLED 24 HOUR WETTING
You will uncontrollably wet your pants or diapers during the day and your bed at night.
You will enjoy the pleasant sensation of complete and total loss of bladder control.
COMPLETE INCONTINENCE
You will hopelessly wet and mess in your pants or your diapers during the day and in
your bed or diapers at night. You will enjoy the pleasant sensation of complete and total
loss of bladder and sphincter muscle control.
SOLO BABY WETS THE BED
When at home you can regress yourself to a real baby simply by repeating a special
keyword three times to yourself, or by playing the related subliminal recording. You will
feel like a real baby and will wet your bed (diapers).
SOLO BABY IS ALWAYS WET
When at home you can regress yourself to a baby with no bladder control by repeating
your keyword three times to yourself, or by playing the related subliminal recording. You
will feel like a real baby and will enjoy total loss of bladder control.
SOLO BABY WET AND MESSY
When at home you can regress yourself to a baby with no bladder or sphincter control
simply by repeating your keyword three times to yourself, or by playing the related
subliminal recording. You will feel like a real baby and will wet and mess your diapers.
COMPLETE BABY IS ALWAYS WET
A person whom you choose will have the complete and total power to regress you to a
true and total baby at any time simply by repeating a keyword three times. You will have
absolutely no control over this whatsoever. You will feel and act like a real baby. You
will have no control over your bladder.
COMPLETE BABY WILL ALWAYS WET AND MESS
A person whom you choose will have the complete and total power to regress you to a
true and total baby at any time simply by repeating a keyword three times. You will have
absolutely no control over this whatsoever. You will feel and act like a real baby. You
will helplessly wet and mess in your diapers.
REVERSAL
This title will reverse the effects of any of the above titles and all custom made
recordings. This is a form of security, sort of like a safety parachute.

CUSTOM MADE INFORMATION
WISHES CAN COME TRUE: All of your wishes and dreams can come true thanks to
our amazing and totally revolutionary custom made recordings. You can become the
fantasy-role of your dreams with a SENSE OF REALITY you never thought possible.
Every RPF recording is custom made to create your exact individual fantasy role. The
process utilizes a hypnotic technique called a waking trance, in which you are fully
awake yet remain partly in a trance. Our custom recordings produce results that are
extremely dramatic and exciting. After listening to your hypnotic recording, you will
actually become the fantasy person of your dreams. You will BE whatever age and sex
you wish and will feel and experience yourself as the person you want to be in your
wildest fantasy. At the end of one hour after listening to the recordings, or longer if you
prefer, you will be your old self again, but you will say, "Wow, that was fantastic, I can
hardly believe it wasn't real". Best of all, you can use your recordings over and over
again to become your dream any time you want.
YOUR FANTASY: How many times have you wished that you could truly experience
yourself in the fantasy of your wildest dreams, even just for a short time? How often
have you wished that you could experience yourself as a real baby and have the
feelings and behavior of a real baby? Maybe you would like to experience yourself as a
teenage boy who is terribly humiliated when he accidentally wets his pants in school?
Maybe you would like to become the fantasy person in your wildest dreams, and feel
and experience all the exotic and erotic feelings of that person? Your fantasy-role need
not even be logical. For some people illogical roles are more exciting. An example of an
illogical role would be a teenage boy who feels and acts like a toddler. Nothing like
these recordings has ever been available before, anywhere.
SHARE WITH ANOTHER PERSON: You can share you fantasy with another person
who can play the role of your mommy, daddy, brother, friend, etc. The other person
does not listen to your recordings, but simply plays along with your fantasy. For you,
however, that person's role becomes
TOTALLY REAL during your fantasy. For example, if the other person is supposed to be
your mommy, you will believe that the other person REALLY IS your mommy.
CUE PROCESS: A cue is a simple action which instantly puts you into your fantasy as
effectively as if you had listened to the long or short track of your hypnotic. An example
of a cue is simply pressing your thumb against your finger. The hypnotist will coach and
assist you in creating your own personal cue.

CUSTOM MADE ORDER FORM
You have an unconditional money back guarantee. Shipped discreet & tamper evident.
MAIL (request postal address by email) or EMAIL your order.
SHIP TO (your address)

Day phone (optional)____________________________
Evening phone (optional)_________________________
E-mail (optional)_______________________________
___All 4 recordings: clearing, hypnotic, subliminal and sleep (recommended) $298
and/or
Single recordings
___clearing $98
___hypnotic $98
___subliminal $98
___sleep $98
Select one free___female hypnotist
___male hypnotist
Effects will last for (select one) free
___one hour
___for as long as you want
Your Age (select one) free
___baby age 1
___toddler age 2-3
___pre-school age 4
___grade school age 9
___junior high age 12
___high school age 16
___college age 20
___your real age
How You Act (select one) free
___baby age 1
___toddler age 2-3
___pre-school age 4

___grade school age 9
___junior high age 12
___high school age 16
___college age 20
___your real age
Gender (select one) free
___male
___female
___male & female combined
___male with female feelings
___female with male feelings
___sissy male
Sexual Orientation (select one) free
___straight
___gay
___lesbian
___bi-sexual
___transvestite
Wet/Mess (select as many as you desire) $5 each
___I know I always wet my pants
___I know I always wet my bed
___I know I always mess in my pants
___I will wet my pants
___I will wet my bed
___I will mess in my pants
___Wetting or messing is exciting & stimulating
___Wetting or messing will feel totally involuntary
Feelings (select as many as you desire) $5 each
___I feel humiliated
___I feel helpless
___I feel vulnerable
___I feel submissive
___I feel small
___I feel myself getting younger
___I feel sexy
Behavior (select as many as you desire) $5 each
___I will cry
___I will suck my thumb
___I will need a bottle
___I will need a pacifier
___I will play like a child

___I will be shy
___I will be naught
The Other Person Is (select as many as you desire) $5 each
___my mommy
___my daddy
___my older brother
___my younger brother
___my older sister
___my younger sister
___my girlfriend
___my boyfriend
___my wife
___my husband
___a boy from school
___a girl from school
_____TOTAL cost of recordings and selections
Shipping select one
___Shipped in 1 week $20
___Shipped in 2 weeks $10
___Shipped in 3 weeks $5
___Shipped to outside the US $20
___FREE with digital downloads
___Please check if you have ordered before
_____GRAND TOTAL, no CODs, USD$ only payable to: Cash
Select __Cash/Check/Money Order __Visa __Master Card __American Express
__Discover
Credit or debit card #____________________________________
expires (mm/yy)_____ CVV2 code_____

